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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Heavy load conditions can increase the delay in terminal response. Since the control of logs is

critical, you want to make sure that your system will process log-control tasks ahead of less-

important background tasks. What data fill do you use?
 

A. Tables TERMDEV and LOGDEV, parameter GUAR

B. Table LOGDEV, parameter LOGCONTROL

C. Tables OFCENG and LOGDEV, parameter LOGPROC

D. Table TERMDEV, parameter BCKGND
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

An issue with one of the MTMs in the system generates an alarm under the EXT banner. A shelf

on the node has lost power because of a bad power converter. What type of alarm would be

displayed under the EXT banner?
 

A. MJPWR

B. MNPWR

C. FSP

D. CRPWR
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

Consider this partial Morning Report listing:

 

SPMS indicators:

 

Ofcperf (office perf) = 95 (average)

.....Service (service perf) = 97 (above average)

.....Mtceperf (maint. perf) = 89 (below average)

.....Provres (prov. resource) = 100 (perfect)

 

The Maintenance Performance (Mtcperf) index is unsatisfactory.

 

What should you do?
 

A. Investigate the index by examining its associated OMs.
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B. Monitor the report over the next couple of days.

C. No action is required.

D. Look at all related logs over a 24-hour period.
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

The RCC2 peripheral is system-busy and switched to an ESA mode. You identify the system busy

RCC2 node, but need to determine if the ESA exit time-out supports a system recovery and an

exit delay.

 

The tuple in table OFCENG reads:

 

TABLE: OFCENG

pos RSC_XPMESAEXIT

RSC_XPMESAEXIT Y 6

 

Which parameter value in Table OFCENG set against tuple RSC_XPMESAEXIT supports system

recovery ESA exit?
 

A. none

B. 6

C. N

D. Y
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

You are replacing an alarm card in the FSP of a digital trunk equipment frame which houses two

digital trunk controllers (DTC). There are two alarms: an ISTB alarm on the PM and an FSP alarm

for the frame. What should you do next?
 

A. Turn off the circuit breaker that this card controls.

B. Note the FSP information for shelves controlled by this card.

C. Turn off each power converter assigned to this card.

D. Busy out the PM unit that is ISTB.
 

Answer: B
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QUESTION NO: 6 
 

How is Telnet used on the SL-100? (Choose two)
 

A. Prior to starting a remote session you must start RI.

B. Using Telnet, you can work remotely on data without downloading files.

C. Telnet lets you log in from any type of terminal device to the remote SL-100.

D. Telnet lets you display MAP screen data from the switch on your computer.
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

You are tasked with placing a custom recording on an enhanced digital recording machine

(EDRAM). Following procedure, you access the required CI utility (DRAMREC) and make a

recording, but it requires editing.

 

In Table DRAMTRK the announcement is defined as follows:

ANPDIL 0 (NIL) $

 

What is the correct command sequence to correct this error?
 

A. PLAYBACK then ERASEPH then RECORD

B. PLAYBACK then ERASE then RECORD

C. PLAYBACK then REMOVE then RECORD

D. PLAYBACK then DELETE then RECORD
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

The SuperNode alarm software has detected an issue at one of its scan points, causing an alarm

under the EXT banner. You follow the appropriate EXT alarm-clearing procedure, but the alarm

does NOT clear. The external equipment does NOT show an alarm. What should you do next?
 

A. Test the SC or SD cards.

B. Busy and offline the MTM.

C. Reboot the SuperNode system.

D. Power down the SuperNode.
 

Answer: A
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